
2vs2 game where each team has two   stationed at each half

wall

 on each team must play stationary 

Coach dumps in puck to begin play

Each team's  s must battle for the puck and pass it to their

respective 

Key Points

Forwards, battling for net front positioning and jumping on

rebounds

Defense, low hard shots

Play must go D-D

Players are split into two teams. Each team must push the tires accoss
the ice and touch the tire to the boards on the opponents side of hte
rink to score a point. Have multiple tires in play.

Key Points

Good stride for skating, proper need bend for power.

V1- setup as shown.  make pass on either side of the barrier to 
who must accept pass (either on forehand or backhand), bring the
puck to the other side of the barrier for shot on goal. If pass is received
on forehand, player must skate backwards with puck for shot. If
received on backhand player bring puck over to forehand for shot.
Players can make 4-6 passes before switching. 
V2- after pass, passer chases shooter to pressure for quick shot on
goal. Can turn into 1v1 and play rebound out for another variation.

Key Points

Move feet

Quick shot on goal with proper mechanics (weight transfer,

follow through to net,etc.)

HCF 14U Week 10- Defensive 2

Theme- Defensive habits week 2. Shooting lanes, fronting/blocking pucks.

Small Area Game - USAH DZ 8 mins
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Tire Push Game 8 mins

Bruins underhandle shooting- with chaser 8 mins
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Coach passes puck to  1 to start the drill, player can start

either direction

1's must skate around nets in a �gure 8 direction, while

escaping pressure from  2.

Drill stops when the coach puts their stick on the ice to signal 

1 passing them the puck

Can replace nets with barriers/tires

Progression:
Player with puck can stop/reverse direction. Can start with

reversing only behind net, progress to anywhere.

Add other obstacles and open up what the puck carrier can do

Key Points

Agility escape drill

Shoulder checks are key in understanding your surroundings

High pace while cutting the net

Keep stick on puck defensively

Players play 2v2 or 3v3. Before they can shoot at their designated net,
they must pass to their point man. The point man must walk the blue
line while underhandling and shoot or pass from behind any tire.
Players who are defending must defend the players at the net front, not
the point man. Attacking forwards should get to the net for tips and
screens. 
Can play in a zone, or half a zone. Might have to move tires/cones
closer for younger players and can also play 1v1.
Progression- Get rid of tires and have 2 defensemen. The point man
must pass to their partner who can shoot or pass but must do so by two
touching the puck (one touch to stop, second moves it). 

Key Points

Defense- good defensive side positioning, preventing rebounds

(2nd chance) opportunities

Offense- getting open for pass or stick for a tip. Fighting for

good positioning in front of the net for second chance

opportunities

Multiple variations of small area battles. Coach draws goalline on the
ice

Players play 1v1/2v2, before they can go on offense, they must

take the puck below the goal line

2v1/3v1, one player must remain below the goal line

1v1/2v2, players must pass to player behind the net on change

of possession

Net facing boards, 1v1 small area

Cashman Cut the Net 8 mins
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Defend the net with point man 8 mins

Goal Line Game Variations 8 mins



This is a continuous game of 3v3 with the rotation of offense, defense,
out. Each team has staggered players on both walls (similar to nobles).
Coach dumps a puck in, whoever touches it �rst is on offense, other
team on defense. The defensive team is trying to gain possession of the
puck and make a direct pass to one of their teammates to activate the
next three who then join the play. At that point the offensive players
become defensive and the team that made that pass exit the zone. Next
players take place of the spot vacated on the boards. 

Key Points

Defense- sprint to puck carrier, head on a swivel

Offense- attack the net

Bulldog Weakside Game 10 mins


